RELIABILITY CONSULTING

Reliability ROADMAP™
A RELIABILITY PROGRAM DESERVES A RELIABILITY ROADMAP
Reliability Roadmap
The journey to a proactive
maintenance model
involves people from all
levels of the organization.
It is critical that the
Reliability Roadmap be
accepted and supported by
all stakeholders. This is your
reliability plan.

Many organizations have tried to implement a comprehensive reliability program, but have failed
to achieve the desired financial and production benefits. The lack of a reliability roadmap that
integrates the elements of a reliability program such as, work management, materials management,
condition monitoring, ERP/CMMS systems and skills training is a main factor that leads to reliability
program underperformance.

RELIABILITY ROADMAP APPROACH
Our Reliability Roadmap Approach is the key to unlocking the benefits of an underachieving
reliability program, guiding you through the process of developing an integrated reliability plan
that is sustainable and achievable. Whether starting from scratch or renewing a commitment to
the reliability journey, this approach is designed to be collaborative and flexible in supporting our
client’s reliability goals. Below are the main elements of our approach:
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THE EMERSON DIFFERENCE
We distant ourselves from other consultancies that provide similar services by understanding how
reliability fits within Enterprise Asset Management (EAM). Our clientes see how their reliability
program interacts with all facets of EAM: the people, process and systems.
Through our experience and expertise, we facilitate the development of the Reliability Roadmap
that can deliver our clients’ goals and objectives.
We also provide resources to support, mentor and augment a workforce throughout an
implementation. Time tested tools, standards and content, adding speed and efficiency are added
to the implementation process. Our goal is to deliver tangible value to our clients while adhering to
the highest standards of professionalism and integrity.
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